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Discussion 	

Ø This	paper	assesses	the	effective- ness	of	contemporary	LLMs	for	the	Zero-Shot- MLC	
task	exclusively	for	a	widely	spoken	yet	low- resource	language,	i.e.,	Bangla.

Ø Among	the	large	sentence	encoders,	ChatGPT performed	the	best,	followed	by	PaLM.	
However,	GPT-NeoX and	BLOOM	didn’t	generalize	effectively	for	the	task.

Ø Our	research	contributes	to	the	ongoing	efforts	to	enhance	the	applicability	and	
efficacy	of	LLMs	for	regional	and	low-resource	languages,	paving	the	way	for	future	
advancements	in	multilingual	NLP	research.	

Ø Definition	1.	0SHOT-MLC:	Given	a	collection	of	documents	denoted	as	D	=	
{d1,	d2,	...,	dn},	a	user	represented	by	U	and	a	set	of	user-defined	labels	
denoted	as	LU =	{l1,	l2,	...,	lm}	provided	in	real-time,	classify	each	document	di
∈	D	with	zero	or	more	labels	from	LU ,	without	further	fine-tuning.	

Ø Steps	used	in	our	0-shot-MLC	approach:
1. Input	Document
2. Embedding	Generation
• Article	Embedding:	We	embed	the	entire	article	with	sentence	encoders	

and	LLMs	in	a	single	shot.
• Label	Embedding:	Different	approaches	discussed	in	next	section.

3.	Threshold-based	Label	Assignment
4.	Zero-Shot	multi-label	classification

Ø Bangla, the sixth most spoken language globally, poses NLP challenges due
to its complexity and limited resources.

Ø Large Language Models (LLMs) like GPT, BLOOM, and LLaMA have
transformed multilingual NLP tasks, their success primarily shines in
widely spoken languages such as English and Chinese.

Ø The effectiveness of these models in low-resource languages like Bangla
remains largely unexplored, motivating our study.

Ø Our Work explores the performance of state-of- the-art sentence encoders,
and four LLMs in Zero-Shot multi-label classification (Zero-Shot-MLC)
tasks.

ChatGPT

Ø We created a new benchmark corpus,
by crawling a large collection of
publicly available online news.

Ø Each article here is already labeled
with one or more labels by human
annotators.

Ø A sample article: !মিসেক িরয়াল !বিতেস
চান তাঁর আেজ2 ি3না দেলর সতীথ2
(Messi's Argentina team-mate wants
him in Real Betis) is associated with
labels “ফুটবল” (Football) and
“আেজ2 ি3না ফুটবল দল” (Argentina
Football Team).

Sentence 	Encoders 	and 	LLM
Sentence	Encoders	:	1)	Language-Agnostic	SEntence Representations	(LASER),	
2)	Language-agnostic	BERT	Sentence	Embedding	(LaBSE),	and	3)	Bangla	sentence	
embedding	transformer.
Large	Language	Model	:	1.	BLOOM,		2.	FLAN-UL2,	3.	GPTNeoX,	4.	ChatGPT

Ø Label-Name-Only
o Encode only the label name/phrase.

Ø Label	+	Keywords
o Encode	both	label	name	and	keywords,	then	average	all	

embeddings	to	generate	the	final	label	embedding.

Ø Label	+	Keyword	+Definition
o Extract the label’s and keyword’s definitions, encode these
definitions separately using sentence encoders, and then average all
embeddings to generate the final label embedding.

Ø Explicit-Mentions
o First, extract all the articles explicitly mentioning the label/phrase
using algorithm for all labels. Then, for each label, generate
embeddings of all articles that are explicitly annotated/tagged with
that label, then average them to obtain the ultimate label embedding.
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